KS1 half term SUBJECT OVERVIEW— AUTUMN 1 2019
Literacy– will focus on stories with familiar settings and themes
that are familiar to the children, for example home, school and
making friends, linking with PHSE and feelings. Children will
consider the grammar rules for writing and sequences of stories
and begin to use these in their own writing. In addition we will
look at facts and the structure of non-fiction writing, finally
focussing on Harvest time and the activities linked to this.

PHSE

Children will be taught to
recognise and respect differences,what is
fair and unfair, choosing between right
and wrong. They will think about their
feelings and learn to deal with them in a
positive way, considering how their
behaviour can affect others. They will
learn how family and friends should care
for each other.

PE Children will

learn basic PE skills
through playing
games, using
observation, peer
and selfassessment.

Art/DT We will observe ourselves and each

other carefully, use a variety of materials and
techniques to create portraits and learning
about the artist Picasso. Children will also use
printing to explore shape, form and pattern and
use their imagination to create pictures.

MUSIC is an integral part of
our curriculum and will be
included in most subjects.
Children will be learning songs
relating to topics studied, and
learning and performing songs
at our concerts and festivals
throughout the year.

Numeracy– Y1:will focus on exploring place value, including count-

ing to and across 100, forwards and backwards, identifying one more/
less, number bonds to 10, then 20, measuring and comparing heights
and sequencing time: days and months.
Y2: comparing and ordering 2 digit numbers, partitioning numbers,
comparing and sequencing intervals of time, using number bonds to
solve addition and subtraction problems, adding three single digit
numbers, adding and subtracting multiples of 10s and exploring
properties of shapes including lines of symmetry in 2D shapes.

All About Me!

History/Geography

Children will learn about their own locality and
look at landmarks and how they are
represented on a map, learning basic skills for
map reading and directional language including
the points of the compass.

ICT will be used to compliment
teaching in most subjects in
the curriculum throughout the
year. Children will use
computers to research
information, to write, draw and
learn basic programming skills.

FRENCH

French will aim to lay the
foundations for achievements against the
language objectives in the KS2 language
framework. This term pupils will use language
around the topic of “myself”, learning names
for body parts, colours and numbers through
activities, stories and songs. They will also
take part in our annual European Day where
we will be enjoying a day of activities in
French relating to the world of work.

Science

will develop children’s
understanding of how we change as we
grow older in terms of how we look and
what we are able to do. Working
scientifically, children will group and
classify, carry out comparative tests
and observe changes over time, noticing
differences and similarities. We will
also look at how hygiene plays a part in
keeping healthy.

RE Children will discuss the concept
of belonging and family, learning
about the values of the Christian
Church and the importance of the
Bible to Christians. They will listen
to some of the parables in the Bible
and will think about how these are
relevant today in their own lives .
We will find out about how Harvest
is celebrated in Church and try to
arrange a visit to the Cathedral.

Reception children will be taught alongside Y1 /Y2 children but will focus on the Early Learning Goals
which are interrelated and overlap and can take place in any area of the above curriculum areas.

